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(from left to right)

**Row 1**
Dennis Rosenbaum
Lisa Carlson
Katherine "Kathy Anne" Powell
Kemala Karmen
Ruth Horowitz
Lois Wessel
Catherine "Cathy" Seasholes
Judith Finn Harris

**Row 2**
Mills Crosland
David "Milo" Fryling
Jeffrey Lependorf
Rebecca Cross
Barbara "Barb" Distler
Smith Brittingham
Elizabeth "Beth" Eakin
Daylanne English

**Row 3**
Linda Tugurian
Irene Facciolo
Emily Clark Victorson
Marie Hartley
Carol Levine
Jean Jonah

**Row 4**
Victoria Taub '85
Elizabeth Collins Burnette
Philip "Phil" Stevens
Amy Pallant
Alan Herrmann
David Morey
Philip Major

**Row 5**
Jesse Cochin
Robert King
Philip Rossoni
Elisa Wells